Holmesglen TAFE Reduces Server Hardware Costs by 30%, Uses 50% Less Space in the Data Centre

Holmesglen TAFE engaged Dimension Data to implement a disaster recovery solution to improve application delivery and protect data.

Holmesglen upgraded its ageing core network, server and storage infrastructure at its data centre to reduce costs and support growth in student numbers and services to the business. Holmesglen also commissioned a new wireless network across its three campuses and plans to finalise the design of disaster recovery site to eliminate system downtime.

The institution was also looking to reduce data centre costs and eliminate system downtime.

“We had a big requirement to upgrade our storage infrastructure and build a new disaster recovery site where we could replicate data across our network,” said Chris Puchalski, Operations Manager at Holmesglen. “We had simple backup systems in place but it would sometimes take weeks to recover lost data and rebuild the systems.”

The TAFE was also under pressure from the business as well as from Victorian Auditor-General’s Office, which put disaster recovery clearly on the agenda.

“We had also grown to a point where our users expected the system to be available all the time and were reluctant to accept outages,” said Puchalski. “We needed to have better options to protect our data and eliminate unnecessary system downtime.”

Solution Provided
In April 2009, Holmesglen engaged Dimension Data to design a new network. The new infrastructure model was initially deployed at its Chadstone campus and then the solution was replicated to a secondary site in Glen Waverley. The infrastructure is based

### Results

- Reduced server hardware costs by 30% and used 50% less space in the data centre
- Created virtual machines on a smaller number of physical servers, which reduced hardware costs
- Reduced the time it took to provision new servers from days or weeks to minutes
- Offered wireless connectivity to 50,000 TAFE students
- Will build a disaster recovery centre to eliminate downtime in the event of a server failure or disaster at the primary site
- Will reduce maintenance times; IT staff won’t have to work over Christmas and Easter to conduct server maintenance

### Client Overview

Established in 1982, Holmesglen is a large vocational education and training provider based in Victoria, Australia. The institute operates from three major campuses in Chadstone, Glen Waverley and Moorabbin, and through offshore partners. Holmesglen currently offers more than 600 courses to over 50,000 students.

### Business Challenge

In 2009, Holmesglen began a project to refresh its ageing core network and servers and deploy a new wireless network after receiving a grant from the Victorian government and committing its own funding.

This refresh would enable the institution to deliver application services more efficiently and support 10% annual growth in student numbers.
Holmesglen TAFE has deployed an ‘active-active’ data centre infrastructure where both data centres are running at the same time. Data is replicated to the disaster recovery site in real-time with full fail-over solution expected to be completed by the end of 2010. This will provide protection for the department’s data in the event of a system failure or catastrophic event such as a fire at one of the sites.

The TAFE would also leverage its existing fibre optic connectivity to increase bandwidth and deliver redundancy for its network traffic.

The Cisco UCS blade server chassis, which are housing eight half-width Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers,
the evenings over the Easter break in April 2010. These new generation switches provide more bandwidth and rich feature set, which are necessary for the institute’s move to a 10Gb/s Ethernet backbone and extra network redundancy.

“This was a complicated exercise that we could not have completed on our own,” said Puchalski. “The hard part was removing the old switches and replacing them without upsetting the business. The assistance that Dimension Data provided was crucial to the success of this upgrade.”

Dimension Data engineers also connected the Cisco UCS Blade servers to the Cisco switches and Hitachi storage and demonstrated how the TAFE could take advantage of this new technology.

“Dimension Data’s technical staff also provided us with valuable feedback about trends in the market and the directions that we should take with our technology infrastructure,” said Puchalski. “This has enabled us to make the right decisions about which technologies will benefit us now and in the future.”

Value Derived

The new data centre infrastructure has ensured Holmesglen can reliably deliver around 1,000 applications to users across its TAFE network. Students and teachers benefit from more dependable infrastructure that is always available.

“When the disaster recovery centre in Glen Waverley is completed at the end of 2010, we will be able to completely eliminate system downtime in the event of a server failure or disaster at our primary site,” said Puchalski.

“We will be able to do upgrades and patching during the day. Our IT staff will no longer have to work over Christmas and Easter to conduct server maintenance.”

The rollout of the Cisco UCS Blade Server Chassis has enabled Holmesglen TAFE to reduce server hardware costs by about 30%, increase processing power, cut the amount of space in the data centre required to house its servers by half and save on power and cooling costs.

“The CPUs and memory in the blade servers are packed together tightly in the rack, which means that one blade server can do the job of six or seven of our old servers,” said Puchalski. “We now have room to grow as the TAFE network expands in the future. We can also reduce our carbon emissions.”

For more information please visit www.dimensiondata.com/solutions